With higher magnet strengths for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) units becoming more commonplace, both for animal imaging systems as well as whole-body in vivo systems, magnetic field distortions due to inhomogeneous distributions of magnetic susceptibility and air-tissue interfaces will become more intense. Further, the popularization of MRI-hybrid devices, such as positron emission tomography/MR or MR/radiotherapy hybrids, which rely on the assumption of geometric accuracy for their diagnostic or therapeutic effectiveness, will lead to greater restrictions on permissible geometric error. As a result, shimming procedures (methods by which the distortions induced on the main magnetic field, B 0 , are remedied) are requiring greater flexibility and corrective range. Shimming methods can be broadly classified into passive (using materials with magnetic properties to remedy field distortions through their passive response to B 0 ) and active techniques (utilizing strategically placed and energized electric coils to produce corrective magnetic fields). Both these techniques have promise to address the additional challenges brought about by the changing MRI landscape. This work reviews traditional shimming methods and principles, and gives an overview of new and novel approaches to this ever-important issue in MRI.
Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has had multiple decades of medical diagnostic success, due to its remarkable and widely variable soft-tissue contrast, as well as a wide range of functional and quantitative tissue properties, such as kinetic exchange parameters, 1 oxygen metabolism, 2 temperature, 3 pH, 4 elastic modulus, 5 and more. In the midst of these successes, due to the inherent complexity of spatial localization in MRI, all MRI is subject to some degree of geometric distortion. In the typical diagnostic scenario, a limited degree of geometric distortion is not an impediment to a successful radiological assessment. However, in a number of specialized and emerging applications, such as stereotactic surgery, 6 radiotherapy guidance and planning, 7 and most recently emerging positron emission tomography (PET)-MR hybrids, 8 geometric inaccuracy is in general much less tolerable. The PET-MR hybrid, for example, will depend heavily on accurate fusion between anatomic images and the measured activity of PET tracers. As such, any geometric mispositioning of the anatomic features in the MR image will compromise the diagnostic potential of the hybrid device.
Traditional MR reconstruction relies on two primary assumptions: the homogeneity of the primary magnetic field (B 0 ) over the field of view (FOV), and the linearity of the magnetic gradient fields imposed on the FOV during the slice-selection and spatial 2 wachowicz encoding components of the pulse sequence used to acquire data. Any deviation from either of these ideal assumptions will result in some degree of geometric signal misplacement. The linearity of the gradient fields is dependent on the design and construction of their generating coils, which are carefully optimized to maximize linearity while minimizing such parameters as power loss, stored energy, and torque. 9 Any remaining nonlinearity cannot be remedied during the scan, and therefore its image-distorting effects must be tolerated or subjected to some sort of postprocessing to attempt retrospective removal. The B 0 field, unlike the fields produced by the gradients, is expected to be static and unchanging over time. This opens up opportunities to amend any defects in field distribution that would be unachievable or impractical in the rapid and varying dynamic of applied gradient fields. The process of amending the inhomogeneous field to create a more uniform B 0 is known as shimming.
One might question the need for pursuing this type of shimming, since as alluded to before, there are established postacquisition methods for managing MRI geometric distortion. In fact, the trend to shorter, wider bores, open-magnet designs, and more responsive gradients has in general necessitated a greater reliance on postprocessing to counter image distortion, due to inherent difficulties in constructing homogeneous B 0 fields and linear gradient fields under these increasingly nonideal physical restrictions. 10 However, while in theory the geometric distortions resulting from B 0 inhomogeneity and nonideal gradient fields can be corrected (provided their spatial distributions can be accurately mapped), such implementations as those found on commercial systems have been found to be at times insufficient for applications requiring high geometric fidelity (for FOV larger than 20 cm). 11 Further, even if these implementations are made fully optimal, there remain two fundamental reasons why shimming will always continue to be important, if not essential. Firstly, in the presence of large short-range variation in B 0 , such as that induced by tissue-susceptibility variation, an imaging sequence utilizing a weak spatial encoding gradient (or effective gradient) can generate a distortion pattern that results in the buildup of signal from a range of anatomic sources. Most correction algorithms assume a one-to-one correspondence in true and distorted image signal, and are thus thwarted by severe signal overlap. Secondly, geometric accuracy is only one unsavory consequence of a nonuniform B 0 . Others include spatial signal fall-off, particularly when using a gradient-echo type of image, banding artifacts, and the inability to successfully suppress selective tissue types based on resonance (commonly used for fat suppression in the clinic), just to name a few.
Shimming to create a more homogeneous B 0 field is by no means new. In fact, the mathematical formalism used to describe and create active hardware components to correct for B 0 distortion, pioneered in 1958 by Golay, 12 is routinely used today throughout the MRI community. However, the ever-present demand for improvement in performance, as well as the continued pressure toward the use and exploration of higher clinical field strengths, have revealed limitations with this approach that have led to the investigation of new methods. A thorough review on shimming techniques for brain imaging was published by Koch et al in 2009, 13 and includes a number of these new approaches. This present work, although touching on background and existing technologies, will emphasize current developments and research directions, which have been developing rapidly in the recent years.
Background

Classifications of B 0 inhomogeneity sources
While the effects of B 0 inhomogeneity on image appearance are consistent regardless of the cause, the considerations required to combat the inhomogeneous field will vary depending on the time frame for which it is present. For this reason, it will be valuable to briefly outline the various contributors to B 0 variation within the imaging volume of an MRI unit.
Magnet-design limitations and imperfections in construction
The most basic contributions to inhomogeneity are the practical physical constraints on the development of a viable magnet design. The spatial restrictions and design criteria, cost of materials, and limitations on current density are among the many considerations that lead to a compromised B 0 distribution. Further to this nonideal nature of the design, the inevitable variation in fabrication dimensions and in the magnetic properties of the materials used will add uncertainty to the otherwise-predictable magnetic field. (The issue of magnetic properties is particularly pertinent to magnets that utilize large ferromagnetic structural components, as is common in biplanar designs. The large relative magnetic permeability values of ferromagnetic materials are quite sensitive to the exact composition and machining of the alloy in question. Therefore, any unexpected deviation from an assumed value during design can result in unexpected B 0 contributions over the imaging FOV.) The important consideration for field variations of this type is that provided the field strength is 
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Shimming in MRi not altered from its original factory value, these B 0 spatial variations should rarely if ever change, and can be dealt with at a single shimming session. Passive shims (described in a later section) are almost always used for this process, sometimes in addition to superconducting trimming coils.
Perturbations from ferromagnetic/paramagnetic objects in the vicinity
Occasionally, there will be changes in the local vicinity of an MR suite that have an effect on the homogeneity of the imaging FOV. These will be in the form of ferromagnetic devices or parts brought too close within the fringe field of the magnet. In the bore of the magnet, a metal piece as small as a lodged coin can cause a marked degradation in system performance, particularly for the demands of spectroscopic imaging. In the farther reaches of the fringe field, it would take a massive object, such as a vehicle parked immediately next to the suite, to have a degrading effect. Obviously, the simplest remedy for this scenario is avoidance and careful consideration during siting of the magnet. However, in virtually any MR suite, there will be some degree of ferromagnetic sources present, such as steel reinforcing rods in concrete walls or the asymmetric distribution of magnetic shielding, that produce a unique magnetic environment. As such, a final shim by the manufacturer is usually required upon installation. Transient positioning of ferromagnetic objects, however, can be particularly troublesome. In some newer MRI-hybrid devices, relative motion between the magnet and surrounding materials is unavoidable. There have been some investigations into how this type of problem may be addressed. 7 For example, if the magnetic field effects over the imaging FOV can be mapped at different relative positions between the magnet and equipment/surroundings, the shim could be potentially changed on the fly to compensate.
Magnetic susceptibility variation of tissue and air
If the magnetic properties of tissues were closer to that of air, the B 0 homogeneity issue would be considerably more straightforward. Tissues contain a variety of diamagnetic and paramagnetic compounds. The most notable diamagnetic substance is water itself, which is in general the most prevalent of tissue materials. As a result, most bulk tissues take on magnetic susceptibility values similar to that of water (χ v ≈-9.05×10 -6 ), with most having values between -11 and -7 ppm. 14 Any susceptibility variation through space will generate a disturbance in an otherwise uniform (or assumed to be uniform) magnetic field. However, the pairing of air and tissue at interfaces yields a sudden change in susceptibility that generally creates more severe field variation than that originating from other anatomic boundaries (save for medical implants), and therefore creates the bulk of concern with regard to shimming. This is particularly the case when the interface defines complicated three-dimensional geometries, as this in turn creates a more complicated B 0 disturbance that is harder to remedy. This disturbance can be described mathematically by considering the response of tissue elements placed in a background of air through which there is an initial homogeneous field -B 0 . The extra magnetization within each element due to susceptibility differences from background can be described as:
.
Further, the flux density through space that is generated from this magnetization can be calculated by considering the z-component of the unit dipole field 15 (the transverse components can be expected to have a negligible effect on resonance):
The B z distribution from the magnetization for an element of volume dV at r =0 can then be written as:
Following this example, the distorting field caused by the spatial distribution of magnetic susceptibility over all the elements can be described as the convolution of Equations 1 and 2:
Though the term for the susceptibility of the background medium was included in Equation 4 for completeness, it should be noted that the susceptibility of air is nearly zero in relation to the magnitude of tissue-susceptibility values (χ air ≈0.36×10 -6 ). 14 wachowicz more complex disturbance to B 0 . It is largely for this reason that even after 3 decades of intensive clinical use, an effective means of dealing with these induced field distributions is an active field of research. Another reason can be seen by noting that the intensity of the disrupting field varies linearly with B 0 ; with higher field strengths entering and being explored for the clinic, the need to better address fields due to susceptibility distribution will be an intensifying concern.
Harmonic decomposition Integral to many if not most shimming techniques is the concept of decomposing the field of nonuniformity into a weighted orthogonal basis set involving the spherical harmonic functions. The B z component of the magnetic field distribution will satisfy the Laplace equation: 16, 17 
(it should be noted that this will only be true in general when there are no current sources within the volume of interest [VOI], as noted by Hillenbrand et al, 18 including bound currents. In other words, the magnetic susceptibility of the VOI must be constant for the Laplace equation to hold. In this respect, the spherical harmonics are not true basis functions for a magnetic field distribution unless the magnet bore is empty. Nevertheless, if a magnetic field map is measured from a sample, a linear combination of the harmonic functions will be able to fit the distorted field quite admirably).
The solutions to the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates involve the spherical harmonic functions, and a linear combination of them allows B z to be described as: where the functions S n m ( , ) θ ϕ are an all-real basis set based on linear combinations of the complex spherical harmonic functions, which themselves are products of the associated Legendre polynomial P n m (cos ) θ and the complex exponential e imϕ . 7 N represents the maximum spatial order included in the decomposition. See Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of some selected harmonic functions. The number of harmonics associated with each spatial order is 2n + 1, as can be seen from inspection of Equation 6. This will correspond to a total number of (N + 1) 2 harmonics. While many spatial orders are considered when doing a factory or site shim to correct for the inhomogeneity from the magnet construction and its surroundings, the orders considered in many clinical scans today are limited to N=1, which as can be seen in Figure 1 , translate to linear variation in X, Y, and Z. This linear variation of B z on each of the Cartesian axes can clearly be generated by the application of some current to the gradient coils, which all MRI units possess by default for spatial encoding. However, in order to compensate for any higher orders of B 0 distortion that may vary from patient to patient due Notes: Here are illustrated the spherical harmonic patterns that gradient shim coils emulate with the Bz field they produce. (The labels X, Y, and Z identify the vectors of cartesian space). MRI terminology identifies n as the shim order, and degree m as one of the (2n +1) linearly independent degenerate functions associated with order n. (It should be noted that this differs from strict mathematical convention). to spatial arrangements of tissue magnetic susceptibility, extra hardware will be required.
Research and Reports in
Broad classifications of shimming techniques: passive and active Passive methods
Passive shimming methods employ materials that can support some level of magnetization (including diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials), and through strategic design and placement sculpt the magnetic field distribution toward a more uniform state via their passive response to the primary B 0 field. Due to the requirement that the necessary materials be physically positioned in the unit during the shimming process, clinical practice has generally excluded this method from being used on a patient-by-patient basis. Instead, its primary use has been the removal of hardware-related and environmental sources of field imperfection. A further complication regarding the use of passive shims is the temperature dependency of the induced magnetization. 18, 19 Therefore, changes in temperature will cause the magnetic distribution created by the passive shims to change, with potentially detrimental effects on image quality and geometric accuracy. The implementation of passive shims must therefore proceed only with the awareness that their proper functioning depends on stable temperature conditions.
Active methods
The most prominent form of active shimming methods utilizes current-carrying loops that when activated can mitigate field imperfections within the bore. Superconducting magnets often utilize active superconducting shim coils that need only be set once during installation. These coils are used to full capacity to improve B 0 homogeneity so as to rely less on iron passive shim, whose response, as noted earlier, is temperature-sensitive and can lead to instability. 18 However, perhaps the most noteworthy form of active shimming is that of multiple resistive coils that are designed to create magnetic fields that emulate the spatial variation of the spherical harmonic functions. The current in these coils can be varied at will on the MRI console, bestowing the ability to null out much of the unique distortion fields generated by the distribution of tissue magnetic susceptibility from each individual patient as they are scanned. The use of current-carrying coils that comprise an orthogonal basis set for the correction of nonuniform fields for nuclear magnetic resonance was pioneered in the late 1950s. 12, 20 These methods that began for shimming nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers translated seamlessly into imaging systems. In 1984, Roméo and Hoult published a work that solidified a mathematical framework for both designing shim coils and field-mapping principles to identify the weighting for each harmonic term, and thus the current required for each coil. 21 While shim coils have generally moved toward distributed current windings and optimization strategies, the design strategies proposed in this work remain relevant in current research. 22 The number of resistive shim coils to include in a system is an important consideration. Each shim coil will typically require its own separate power supply and control. Also, since the complexity and cost of an MRI system goes up with increases in patient-access dimensions (ie, bore diameter or interpole separation), the real estate occupied by shim coils is precious. It is largely for these reasons that so-called high-order shims (n=2 and above) are often not found in clinical magnets under 3 T, where susceptibility distortions are typically less severe. On 7 T commercial scanners, where susceptibility-induced fields are over four times the strength of the typical 1.5 T clinical magnet, complete third-order shims are typically present, bringing the number of resistive shim coils to 12 (not including B 0 and linear shims). While groups have shown some quantifiable benefits to the use of third-order shim terms, 23 there are some who feel that a second-order shim set with sufficient range of adjustment is sufficient for imaging and spectroscopy. 24 A secondary form of active shimming utilizes ferromagnetic materials with a high level of remanent magnetization and coercivity (ie, rare-earth magnets, such as NdFeB or SmCo). The high coercivity is fundamentally important to this procedure, as it allows the polarity and much of the remanent magnetization to remain constant regardless of its position or orientation within the primary magnet. In this way, its magnetization is no longer a passive response to B 0 , but an independent field source. The ability for the polarity to be independent from the main field adds a great deal of flexibility to this current-free shimming procedure over passive means, and can be particularly useful for biplanar magnet designs. 25 Similar to the passive methods discussed earlier, the requirement that these magnets be physically positioned or repositioned every time the shim is to be corrected has limited the practicality of using this technique for susceptibility-related distortion on a subject-to-subject basis. Further, it should be noted that these magnets often exhibit significant temperature sensitivity (for example, ∼1,200 ppm/°C for NdFeB), 26 so temperature stability is important for robustness.
Determination of harmonic coefficients
Regardless of what corrective means are used to produce the harmonic field distributions, before they are applied, one must find some method to identify the strength of the components that are present in the distortion field. The most basic of these wachowicz methods is an iterative procedure, which may be undertaken manually or via an automated algorithm. As one can imagine, the manual option can be very time-consuming, and relies greatly on the experience and intuition of the operator. Here, the operator will view the free-induction decay and/or its frequency transform from an excitation of the VOI, the objective being a maximally prolonged free-induction decay with a nice exponential shape in the time domain, or a maximally narrow frequency-domain spectral peak with a symmetric shape. While finally attaining a beautiful shim on a sample is greatly satisfying, the time and the intricacy involved are distinct drawbacks, especially while a subject is waiting patiently in the unit. Another difficulty when shimming on a tissue volume in vivo is the fact that the VOI will frequently be displaced from the isocenter. In this situation, the manipulation of harmonics at higher orders will add lower-order terms. 27 (In essence, the spherical harmonics are no longer purely orthogonal on a shifted volume.) This can be remedied by adjusting the lower-order terms accordingly, but will add to the time and difficulty of the operation. Automated search algorithms can quickly take these calculable adjustments on lower-order terms into account. As a result, and because of their immunity to differing levels of operator expertise, they are clearly the better choice of clinical units. However, these automated methods can still be somewhat time-consuming, particularly when higher-order shims are involved.
The need for a rapid and automated method of determining the shim harmonic coefficients led Prammer et al in 1988 to develop a noniterative method to establish a shim solution in a single step through the use of spatial magnetic field mapping. 28 In this process, a three-dimensional assessment of the magnetic field within the sample or subject of interest was acquired with phase images at multiple planes. This field distribution was then mathematically nulled by calculating an optimal arrangement of shim-coil currents. Rather than assuming that each shim coil produced its intended spherical harmonic field pattern with perfect precision, the field distribution of each was experimentally mapped, generating a true basis set of the shim fields available. This approach was comparatively fast and much less likely to provide a local-minimum solution than the iterative methods mentioned earlier.
Despite the advantages of image-based approaches to the shim solution, the time required to acquire accurate and wellresolved field maps can still be undesirable. Consequently, in 1992 Gruetter and Boesch identified a set of precisely six frequency profiles that could be used to calculate the required coefficients for all first-and second-order shim terms. 16 This led to the development of the FastMap algorithm, 29 which with its subsequent variants, such as Fast(er)Map 30 and Fast(est)Map, 31 has been used heavily in the clinic ever since. While these are efficient methods of shimming over a specific volume, situations arise where one may need to consider different volumes simultaneously, sometimes with differing levels of restriction on field uniformity. For example, one may wish to establish a shim over a particular organ with a tight B 0 range, while maintaining a coarser uniformity over the entire abdominal slice to prevent frequency-based fat-suppression techniques from failing. By obtaining spatial field maps (typically by observing pixel phase drift over a multiple gradient-echo measurement), one can apply these types of constraints to determine the optimal harmonic coefficients for the situation at hand. Using this type of method, one also has the ability to identify arbitrary, irregular regions on which to optimize the shim. A rapid image-based procedure was introduced in 1995 by Reese et al, 32 and has been developed by other groups in subsequent years. 33
Passive and active shimming strategies to combat local distortions with high spatial orders
Traditional passive and active shimming techniques have been used to great effect in preparing a uniform B 0 field in the absence of a patient, as well as responding to the distorting fields created by the patient's presence in the form of active shim coils emulating spherical harmonic functions. However, as indicated earlier, the complex geometries of tissue structures and air can create distorting fields for which second-and even third-order harmonics are insufficient, particularly as high field strengths become more commonplace. To combat this issue without resorting to the costly and technically taxing extreme of adding higher and higher orders of shim sets, groups have come up with a number of novel alternate methods, some of which may well appear in the clinic in years to come.
Passive strategies intraoral pyrolytic graphite insert
Maintaining B 0 uniformity over the brain is a challenging problem, based on the complex geometry of air, soft tissue, and bone, and the common need to perform imaging sequences that are particularly sensitive to B 0 fluctuations (ie, echo planar imaging (EPI) commonly used for functional MRI [fMRI] studies). In 2002, Wilson et al published a novel method to combat the distortion often seen in the inferior frontal cortex. 34 Here, an insert composed of pyrolytic carbon (example shown Figure 2 ) was held in the mouth of volunteers during a 3 T scan to reduce the intensity of the field induced primarily by the ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses. Pyrolytic carbon, being highly diamagnetic (with a negative susceptibility as strong as -450 ppm at certain orientations), 35 when placed inferior to the sinus served to reduce its effect on the field uniformity of the inferior frontal cortex. This was further demonstrated by Cusack et al in 2004, who investigated its efficacy for fMRI use. 36 
Arrangements of permalloy to create a passive harmonic basis set
On a local spatial scale, the field distortions induced by susceptibility differences can often be of a greater intensity than the integrated active higher-order shim sets can achieve, especially at higher fields, as noted by Juchem et al in 2006. 37 In this work, a method was proposed to create a second-order basis set via passive means that could greatly augment the capacity of the system to correct for local distortions of this order. This basis set was constructed on a cylindrical form with strips of an Ni-Fe alloy (permalloy) on a subject-specific basis (see Figure 3 ). The passive basis set was used to achieve a rough field correction, after which an onboard active shim set was used to fine-tune the field.
Subject-specific shimming systems using nonharmonic distributions of materials with magnetic properties
There have been a number of ideas developed over the last decade or so that accomplish a shim over a target region by strategically distributing material with magnetic properties at precise positions about the subject. Rather than using the magnetic materials to construct various specific spherical harmonic terms, these methods used numerical optimizations to identify the best distribution to combat the distortion in the target region. This has the potential advantage of including a wider array of spatial orders in its solution. One such solution was presented in 2006 by Koch et al, in which a structure was described that could hold an array of paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials (zirconium and bismuth in this report) positioned on a cylindrical form for mouse imaging. 38 Here, rectangular pieces of these materials were placed in a gridlike fashion around the cylinder (see Figure 4 ). The number of pieces to be placed at each grid location, whether a single material or a combination of both, was determined by fitting the target field to an array of unit-response distributions appropriate for each location on the grid. By combining paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, the authors were able to achieve a range of effective susceptibility at each grid point, allowing for more exact field solutions.
In 2011, Yang et al published a strategy of this type for the shimming of human brain in vivo. 39 It did not utilize a grid, as in the strategy just mentioned, but four small cylindrically-shaped pieces of paramagnetic niobium metal fixed onto a frame. The frame, secured to a head coil, could position the pieces at precise and adjustable locations around the subject (see Figure 5 ). An analytic expression was used to describe the induced magnetic field distribution around each cylinder, which could then be used to determine optimal positions for each of the niobium pieces. This optimization was achieved by using a numerical routine that varied the positions of the cylinders until the induced field from each best compensated for the B 0 inhomogeneity measured in the target region.
Finally, an older but unique solution was presented in 2001 by Jesmanowicz et al, in which the thickness of a 40 This optimization included the use of zero-to second-order shim terms in order to identify a minimal layer of toner that would produce a satisfactory solution.
Susceptibility matching
While not a high-tech solution, the use of a material to match tissue susceptibility on an external body surface can be a very effective and straightforward solution to minimizing the detrimental effects of an air-tissue interface close to a region of interest (ROI). This method works primarily by displacing the air interface to a more distant location, but also by replacing potentially complex geometries (likely to produce B 0 field distortions with high spatial orders) with hopefully simpler and more slowly varying ones. Of particular interest are those materials that both achieve a reasonable tissue-susceptibility match and do not contribute a measurable MR signal. Perfluorocarbon liquids, such as Fluorinert (FC-77 by 3M), are one such material, and have become frequently seen in the MR literature. 41 There are other successful materials in this regard: Moriya et al reported in 2010 that bags of dried rice performed better for improving fat suppression near air interfaces than did the perfluorocarbon liquid. 42 
Active strategies
Local control of B 0 distortion through strategically placed electrical coil loops To combat field distortion in the inferior frontal lobe resulting from air pockets in the sinuses and nasal cavity, Hsu and Glover reported in 2005 on the use of a set of three small coil loops that could operate intraorally. 43 This part of the brain is a frequent site of B 0 field distortion, which is particularly problematic for fMRI studies. While similar in intent to the passive pyrolytic carbon device discussed earlier, the fields created by these coils were easily adjustable on a subject-specific basis. After patient setup, a conventional shim was first implemented over the brain based on three linear gradient fields. Subsequently, the response of each oral shim coil was independently calibrated by mapping out the magnetic field distribution For personal use only.
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Shimming in MRi created by each in response to a known current input. A least squares fitting procedure was then used to determine optimal drive currents for each intraoral coil, as well as optimal adjustments to the linear shim fields that would be required to best null out the field variation measured over a particular ROI. To address the same problem, Juchem et al in 2010 proposed a set of six coils, all positioned externally to the patient, which could reduce this susceptibility-related distortion. 44 The position and dimension of these six coil loops was determined in a manner so as to be suitable for heads of all sizes, based on a set of 15 volunteers. The current through each of these coils could then be adjusted on a subject-specific basis. The optimized sizes and positioning of the coils were determined both to counteract the general field-distortion pattern in the prefrontal cortex that was common to most people, as well as to avoid introducing distortions to other parts of the brain.
Multicoil array of electrical coil loops
Starting in 2009, Juchem et al published a number of articles outlining a novel method of generating rather arbitrary magnetic field distributions, including spherical harmonic functions up to fourth order, with a single grid of circular coils arranged around a cylindrical form. 45, 46 The method was demonstrated in mice with a 48-loop array ( Figure 6 ), in which the multicoil approach was shown to outperform a second-order spherical harmonic shim set. 47 The multicoil approach was likewise demonstrated in a human brain at 7 T (Figure 7 ). 48 The latest publication used modeling techniques to evaluate efficiency in creating shims of various spatial orders versus shims with equivalent orders created by traditional spherical harmonic coil sets. 49 This publication reported a roughly equivalent efficiency for linear harmonic terms, and an advantage of roughly 1.5 and 3.5 for second-and third-order harmonic terms, respectively. 
Discussion
Addressing local distortions with high spatial orders is the modern thrust of development in MRI field shimming. With the higher field strengths that are becoming more common both for animal imaging as well as human imaging in vivo, the triedand-true spherical harmonic basis sets that have served MRI well for decades are showing more and more limitations. These limitations are in particular related to the distortions arising from susceptibility distributions, whose detrimental effects on field homogeneity increase with B 0 . Both passive and active means have been shown to address these issues in a variety of situations. However, passive approaches will be less likely to be incorporated in a routine fashion in the clinic, due to the practical matter of physically placing and/or optimizing the passive shim components to reflect the subject-specific field distribution. There may well be specific situations where the passive approach is simple and effective enough to become standard. More than likely, if and when passive methods are used, it will be because the active shim methods available do not have the strength or spatial resolution to correct field nonuniformities with high-order terms, in which case a combination of passive and active methods will be needed. For personal use only.
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The multicoil arrays have the promise to one day potentially replace the standard shim sets that are common today with a compact unit that is capable of creating highorder spatial distributions of field. Additionally, the extra degrees of freedom that they offer would permit one ROI to be well treated with high-order correction without compromising the homogeneity of the surrounding areas, a problem that one faces today when using spherical harmonic terms alone. However, before this transition could happen, there would have to be many thorough evaluations of effectiveness and efficiency over a wide range of applications, including shim sets designed for whole-body units. For personal use only.
